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Abstract—While in the design of flexible pavement the significance of asphalt layers is understood, the role of granular layers supporting the asphalt layers should not be underestimated. The behavior of granular layers used in base, sub-base or subgrade layer of flexible pavement is complicated due to nonlinear elastoplastic response of materials subjected to dynamic load of traffic. Shakedown theory integrated with Mohr-Coulomb criterion is applied to simulate the response of granular layers to dynamic loading in a numerical analysis. The results of analysis is then compared to simple the results of modeling without considering shakedown effects and the conclusion is drawn.

Index Terms—Dynamic analysis, flexible pavement, numerical simulation, shakedown.

I. INTRODUCTION

The response of granular particles to different types of loading in a layered flexible pavement system is one of the most formidable issues in numerical simulation of pavement layers. Problematic part is that the response of granular particles is function of parameters such as loading amplitude, weathering, particle’s properties and number of cycles. There have been numbers of studies to investigate the response of granular particles used in pavement structure under dynamic loading through experimental tests. During these studies and also field observation it is understood that during traffic cycles material properties is modified as a function of loading cycle. This observation leads to development of shakedown concept.

The theory of shakedown has been introduced to account for this complex response of materials. One of the first usages of shakedown theory was to predict response of metallic members due to cyclic loading [1].

Then this concept is examined in pavement engineering to simulate unbound granular materials (UGM) used in flexible pavement layers [2], [3]. In these studies shakedown theory is used to indicate the behavior of UGM based on the data provided by AASHO experiment (AASHTO 1986) [4]. After that, the method of limit analysis used to indicate lower and upper bound limits of UGM in shakedown condition. Two of most cited studies are upper-bound solution presented by Collins and Boulbibane [5] and lower-bound solution published by Yu and Hossain [6]. In the review by Lekarp [7] the important studies regarding effects of strains development on materials characteristics is published.

Brown et al., [8] reported the results of laboratory modeling of two wheel tracking devices. Then the results of experiment are examined against the analytical results of lower bound shakedown subjected to Mohr-Coulomb criterion.

In an attempt to find out the UGM behavior in large number of loading cycles Siripun et al., [9] investigated crushed rock magterials used as base in flexible pavement in WA and derived experimenta; equation for shakedown behavior of this materials. And recently Cerni et al., [10] investigated the shakedown behavior of granular mix and provided a new experimental function to correlate the plastic strain to number of cycles.

The experimentally produced shakedown function can be implemented in a constitutive model which represents this specific type of elastoplasticity (shakedown behavior). Then developed constitutive model can be utilized in a numerical simulation to present response of UGM under cyclic loading.

Numerical simulation of UGM has been studied by by Zaghoul and White [11] where ABAQUS software was employed in a dynamic analysis of a flexible pavement layers. In this study a three dimensional model investigated considering Drucker-Prager and Cam-Clay criteria as a predictor of plastic behavior.

Shen and Kirkner [12] investigated the elastoplastic properties of UGM affecting rutting of pavement system. In this research numerical simulation using iterative method and infinite element was manipulated to predict the residual displacement and minimize the influences of conditions. The elastoplastic constitutive model was Drucker-Prager criterion.

Another simulation is conducted by Ling and Liu [13] where the response of reinforced AC in a plane strain model subjected to monotonic load is investigated. The simulation is run through PLAXIS program and UGM elastoplastic behaviour is considered through Mohr-Coulomb criterion.

Saad et al., [14] examined numerical simulation to be applied in pavement design criteria. In this research tensile strain at the bottom of asphalt layer is representative of fatigue criteria and the vertical strain at the top of subgrade is indicator of rutting criteria. Material elastoplastic behavior is considered through Drucker-Prager model and simulation is run by ADINA.

Chazallon et al., [15] developed new elastoplastic model in isotropic condition considering kinematic hardening. In this model modified Boyce model [16] implemented to account for sand response in which the effects of void ratio and mean stress is considered.
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Then Alu et al., [17] implemented constitutive model presented by Habiballah and Chazallon [18] in a FEM simulation of a low volume traffic road.

Further development is conducted by Chazallon et al. [19] to integrate the previous researches [15], [17] in a FEM modelling considering the Boyce model [16] and shakedown for UGM layers.

In this research the experimental model for UGM shakedown presented by Chazallon et al. is integrated in new constitutive model based on Mohr-Coulomb criterion in a FEM simulation in ABAQUS.

II. DEVELOPMENT OF CONSTITUTIVE MODEL

Considering elastic materials (linear or nonlinear) the loading and unloading path in stress-strain domain is the same. That means there is not any residual strain produced in loading cycles. However, dealing with elastoplastic materials if amplitude of loading exceeds the yield criterion there would be some residual strain each loading cycles.

Definition of plastic limit for materials is through introducing constitutive models for those materials. Two widely applied constitutive models to model UGM responses in pavement layers known to be Mohr-Coulomb criteria and Drucker-Prager[20].

\[ \sigma_1 - \sigma_3 - (\sigma_1 + \sigma_3) \sin \varphi - 2c \cos \varphi = 0 \]  

In this equation \( \sigma \) and \( \varepsilon \) are stress and strain. \( I_1 \) and \( J_2 \) are first invariant of principle stress and second invariant of deviator stress tensor respectively. The granular properties are represented by internal friction angle \( \varphi \) and apparent cohesion \( c \).

When the shakedown is not taken into account, progress of plastic strain is only dependent of loading amplitude. In other word with constant amplitude of loading a constant amount of plastic strain is produced in each cycle and plastic strain increases linearly in respect to number of cycle. However, in actual pavement system, UGM demonstrates a different type of behavior in which development of plastic strain is quick in first few cycle of loading, however, it is reduced in time. This is known to be due to compaction and changing materials properties in each cycle.

If induced stress in materials fall in elastic domain the constitutive model \( (C^e) \) is identified by only elastic parameters. On the other hand when the stress field exceeds the plastic yield criterion, the constitutive model \( (C^p) \) is indicated by (Mohr-Coulomb or Drucker-Prager).

When materials behave according to the shakedown model its first plastic strains will be indicated from Equation (1) 28 but gradually the constitutive model of materials changes from elastoplastic to purely elastic material. This means that if induced stress of materials fall in shakedown limits, there would be almost no plastic strain after sufficient number of cycles.

The above statement can be written as (2):

\[ \sigma^n_{ij} = C^n_{ijkl} \varepsilon^n_{kl} \]  

The superscript \( n \) and letter \( N \) identify the number of loading cycles.

Now differentiate in terms of time, growth of incremental plastic strain can be stated in (3):

\[ \frac{\partial \varepsilon^p}{\partial t} = \frac{\partial f(N)}{\partial N} \varepsilon^p \]  

where

\[ N = 1 \Rightarrow \frac{\partial f(N)}{\partial N} = 1 \]

\[ N \rightarrow \infty \Rightarrow \frac{\partial f(N)}{\partial N} = 0 \]  

Now based on (3) and (4) Shakedown constitutive model is capable of modification according loading cycles and stress state (compare to the yield surface).

Equation (5) represents newly developed constitutive model for Shakedown materials:

\[ \left( C^n_{ijkl} \right)^S = \left[ \frac{\partial f(N)}{\partial N} \right] \left( C^n_{ijkl} \right)^p + \left[ 1 - \frac{\partial f(N)}{\partial N} \right] \left( C^e_{ijkl} \right)^p \]  

Superscript \( S \) denotes the shakedown constitutive models which is gradually change form elastoplastic constitutive model \( (C^p) \) to purely elastic constitutive model \( (C^e) \).

III. MODELING OF LAYERED FLEXIBLE PAVEMENT

In this study firstly the constitutive model is examined against published laboratory data by Habiballah and Chazallon [18]. This step is conducted to verify the constitutive models performance. In this simulation a triaxial cell is simulated in an axisymmetric model by ABAQUS. Then stage of stress configuration is set as that examined by Habiballah and Chazallon [18] is simulated on the model. Fig. 1. Shows the results of developed plastic strain in numerical simulation against published results of laboratory test. The materials properties are demonstrated in Table I.

In this part of simulation a triaxial cylindrical sample in height of 20 cm and diameter of 10 cm is modeled by 100 linear quadrilateral elements of CAX4R. The stress ratio is defined by the ratio of deviator stress \((q=s_{ij}-\sigma_i)\) to confining pressure \((p=s_{ij}+2\sigma_i)\). In this simulation the \( q/p \) is defined to be Habiballah and Chazallon[18].

| TABLE I: PROPERTIES OF UGM USED FOR VERIFICATION |
|---------------------------------|----------------|----------------|
| **UGM Properties**              | **Elastic Moduli** | **Poisson Ratio** |
| Elastic                         | \( E=200 \text{ MPa} \) | \( \nu = 0.2 \) |
| Plastic                        | \( \varphi = 44^\circ \) | \( c = 12.26 \text{ kPa} \) | \( \psi_{relation} = 39^\circ \) |

In the next step of the simulation 3 layers flexible pavement is modeled in ABAQUS. In this simulation a uniformly distributed pressure of 750 kPa applied over
circular area with the radius of 9.2 cm is modeled. The pressure and loading area is selected according to AUSTROAD design load. A total medium of 10 m × 20 m is modeled as illustrated in Fig. 2. The dimension of medium should be in a way that the results of deformation around loading tire are not affected by the boundary condition. To meet this condition Duncan et al., [21] suggested that the boundaries need to be at 50-times R (loading radius) in vertical and 12-times R in horizontal direction. In 2009 Kim et al., [22] modeled an ABAQUS simulation for an axisymmetric model and stated that effects of boundary conditions will be negligible if a medium of 140-R in vertical and 20-R in horizontal direction is considered for modeling. In this study the dimension of model is selected to be 111-R in horizontal and 222-R in vertical direction which obviously satisfy the previous suggestion. Moreover, a set of infinite element is implemented in side of the model to simulate the infinite space in horizontal direction.

The asphalt concrete is modeled as linear elastic materials in 20 cm thickness. The subgrade layer is modeled according to Drucker-Prager constitutive models. Infinite elements also assume linear elastic behavior in far field. Table II represents the materials properties in each layer. For the base layer (UGM) two different constitutive models are implemented for a 50 cm thickness. First the constitutive model according to simple Mohr-Coulomb criterion is modeled. Here the return mapping algorithm introduced by Clausen et al., [23] is coded in UMAT and inserted as UGM constitutive model. In the second simulation effect of shakedown as stated in (5) is studied. Table II represents the properties of materials used for simulation.

### Table II: Materials’ Properties in Flexible Pavement Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer</th>
<th>Properties of Materials</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Asphalt – 20 cm</td>
<td>$E= 2800$ MPa, $\nu = 0.4$, Density =2200 kg/m³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base – 50 cm</td>
<td>$E= 500$ MPa, $\nu = 0.3$, Density =1800 kg/m³, $\varphi = 35^\circ$, $c = 7.0$ kPa, $\varphi_{dilation} = 17^\circ$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subgrade</td>
<td>$E= 50$ MPa, $\nu = 0.35$, Density =1700 kg/m³, $\varphi = 20^\circ$, $c = 7.0$ kPa, $\varphi_{dilation} = 15^\circ$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The dynamic finite element simulation is conducted in implicit scheme formulation. Loading is assumed to be a haversine periodical pressure in 10s. It is a 0.1s loading time followed by 0.9s rest period. The loading cycles are illustrated in Fig. 3. In this simulation, pressure load of tire gradually increased to a maximum according to haversine function and then decreased to zero. Then it is followed by 0.9s rest period in which strains continue to develop due to unloading stress distribution.
CAX4R (layered medium) and CINAX4 (infinite space) elements.

IV. SHAKEDOWN RESPONSE OF UGM LAYER

In this part, results of analysis of two simulations are displayed. As described in previous section two different materials constitutive models is applied for UGM materials used in base layer. For the purpose of scientific comparison the properties and geometry of other layers are the same.

In Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 the total vertical strain developed in the model for simple Mohr-Coulomb criterion and Shakedown constitutive model is presented respectively. The results are presented for the last pick of loading (9.05 s) to illustrate the accumulated strains. As it can be observed from the contours’ range the shakedown model resulted in considerably less strains (limits from -9.04 × 10^{-5} to 3.67 × 10^{-5}) in comparison with simple Mohr-Coulomb (limits from -1.21 × 10^{-3} to 1.34 × 10^{-3}). It should be noted that the value of the vertical strain in design of flexible pavement is one of the critical value through which the rutting of the pavement is controlled. Therefore the results may be interpreted that not considering shakedown effect may lead to a conservative overdesign when rutting is the controlling criterion.

In Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 the distribution of equivalent plastic strain is demonstrated. The exact definition of equivalent plastic strain for Mohr-Coulomb criterion plasticity is defined by

\[ \varepsilon^p_l = \int_{c} \sigma : d\varepsilon^p_l \]  

where \( c \) indicates materials cohesion; \( \sigma \) is stress tensor and \( d\varepsilon^p_l \) is tensor of incremental plastic strain. This value indicates the magnitude of the plastic strain in each element.

The contours of equivalent plastic strain indicate different distribution of plastic strains. More importantly a meaningful difference between the highest values in each of the model is visible. While in simple Mohr-Coulomb materials the equivalent plastic strain reach to 7.95 × 10^{-4} almost half of the amount is calculated when the effects of shakedown is taken into account (4.08 × 10^{-5}).

In Fig. 8 the development of equivalent plastic strain in time is shown.
To investigate the effect of shakedown behaviour more closely, the second element exactly beneath the asphalt layer in center of loading is selected. This element experiences the highest vertical stress during loading cycles. Fig. 8 illustrates the development of equivalent plastic strain in center of this element during the loading time in both Mohr-Coulomb and shakedown models.

As it can be seen from this figure, equivalent plastic strain in shakedown model is less than those developed in Mohr-Coulomb model. It should also be noted that this study conducted a dynamic analysis in 10s time period. However, the effects of shakedown causes more difference if the longer period of loading time is simulated.

The accumulated equivalent plastic strain reaches to the maximum of $2.89 \times 10^{-4}$ for Mohr-Coulomb materials while it is $2.43 \times 10^{-4}$ in shakedown model.

The behaviour is more deeply understood if the hysteresis loops of stress-strain are considered. In Fig. 9 the hysteresis loops for the second element below the asphalt concrete is demonstrated for shakedown model. As it can be seen loops intend to produce less closed area. In other words the behaviour of materials is going towards elastic behaviour.

Such a response can be understood as the materials shakedown response which differs from the simple Mohr-Coulomb plastic criterion. According to this model materials behave stiffer (the stress-strain curve inclined towards a line) due to increase of loading cycles.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper a new constitutive model capable of considering shakedown effects in unbound granular materials used in base layer of a sample flexible pavement is investigated. In the first step implementation of constitutive model is verified against the published results of laboratory measured shakedown for granular materials. Then constitutive model is numerically implemented in a dynamic finite element simulation and the results are compared to the results of simple Mohr-Coulomb criterion. Based on the results, considering shakedown effects reduces the calculated strain (especially plastic strains) according to the cycles of loading. The effect can have significant influence specifically in modeling traffic loading on the pavement structure. In the calculated vertical strain of the base layer a reduction of 50% is observed for the shakedown model compared to simple Mohr-Coulomb after 10s of loading. This intensifies the necessitation of considering shakedown effects in simulation of pavement layers.
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